
Take Back Your Tap!

 

EmcoTech Durability and  
Performance Brings You the 
9-Plate Vesta UltraWater™ Ionizer

Now that’s POWER!

 

Emco Tech - the  manufacturer of the most efficient, powerful, 
high quality ionization technology in the world - now offers the
next generation ionizer - the Vesta GL. 
 With advanced features and technology backed by Emco Tech
durability and performance, the Vesta GL will provide you with
years of the highest quality performance.

Our ionizers out perform other brands with more or larger elec-

per square inch of electrode.

AutoAdjust™ -
-

lar water source. 

Smart Switch™ 

only alkaline and ionized, but also clean.

AutoClean™
ionizers, never wait for your alkaline water and protect your 
investment.

 

the minerals present in your water. In other brand ionizers, this 

to day and from place to place. The Vesta GL is the only ionizer 

The Vesta’s AutoAdjust™ technology consistently creates the 

to the plates to match the amount of minerals present in your 

The Result? 
 

 
delivers the electrical energy in variable short, sharp bursts 

on the mineral content in your water as determined by the  
on-board computer. No other ionizer can do this. The result 
is a consistent and larger change in pH and ORP regardless of 

The Vesta GL Water Ionizer



wait for your alkaline water. The AutoClean reversal mechanism 

worry. 

Only from AlkaViva.

 The Vesta can be installed at your sink with a di-
verter from the tap, plumbed directly to your cold water line 

 
comes with everything you will need to perform a standard 

parts and or adapters. 

The com-
puter “brain” of the ionizer allows for the advanced technol-

detect excessive temperatures either from power surge or  
water temperatures and shut your ionizer down to protect it.

Compact Size, Modern, Sleek Design Small footprint and  
elegant black and stainless-look design complement any mod-

Samsung designed ionizer! 

Touch Screen Sensors 

The Vesta GL has a glass tube fuse that will protect the expen-

Smart Switch™  The Vesta GL employs 
the most-advanced Switch Mode Power Supply technology in 
order to operate its unique AutoAdjust™ feature. Current gen-

-

 
 

certainty to know your water is the cleanest and healthiest it 
can be.

 

for most ionizing technology sold worldwide.  

AutoClean™ All ionizers have cleaning systems which are 

 
crucial to performance and durability, but all cleaning sys

-
tems are not created equal. One more important advantage of 

 themselves to the electrodes. With the electrodes switching on 

electrode. 
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